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Introduction

• This study documents two events in the last six decades that have dramatically altered the rate of change of Arctic Alaska landscapes:
  – Rapid oil and gas exploration and development
  – Accelerated climate change.

• Historical imagery and GIS methods trace the complete history of the Prudhoe Bay oilfield.

• Field studies to document the ground-level changes.
A little about my cumulative effects

Roustabout on wildcat oil rig 1969
Discovery of the Milne Point Field
Point Storkerson 1969: Example of unregulated development

Prompted decision to go back to school.

Returned to North Slope in 1971.

1971-1980: MS thesis at Barrow, PhD at Prudhoe Bay: IBP studies from the 1970s provide baseline info for change analyses

1987: First study of cumulative effects of oil development to Prudhoe Bay landscapes

2003: National Research Council (NRC) Report

• Co-author of first major cumulative effects analysis in northern Alaska.

• Included effects to:
  – Physical environment
  – Marine environment
  – Vegetation
  – Animals
  – Human environment
So what are cumulative effects?
Some key terms:

- **Cumulative effects**: The impact on the environment which results from the *incremental impact* of the action when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency (Federal or non-Federal) or person undertakes such actions. Cumulative impacts *can result from individually minor but collectively significant actions taking place over a long period of time*.

- **Direct effects**: The physical footprint of the planned development (e.g. the area covered by gravel of a road or construction pad).

- **Indirect effects**: Unplanned effects that occur later or at some distance from the planned development (e.g. from seismic activities, road dust, thermokarst, flooding, impacts to wildlife or local communities.)
2014: NSF Arc-SEES project: 62-year history of change in the Prudhoe Bay Oilfield
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Main Prudhoe Bay oilfield

- Total area enclosed by development is about 2,600 km$^2$ (about the size of Rhode Island or Luxembourg).

- Most of this development is composed of widely dispersed drill pads and production facilities connected by roads and pipelines.

Deadhorse Area

- Outside the main Prudhoe Bay Unit lease area.
- More densely developed.
Historical change studied at 3 scales:

- Regional-scale analysis of infrastructure extent.
- Landscape-scale analysis of changes to local landscapes and vegetation.
- Field studies of vegetation, soil and permafrost changes associated with roads.
Part I: Direct impacts
Regional-scale studies, time series of infrastructure change for the entire North Slope region 1968-2010

Courtesy of BP Alaska, Inc.
History of infrastructure change (1968-2011)

Number of structures:
- Exploration sites: 103
- Production pads: 127
- Support pads: 145
- Production pads/Drill sites: 25
- Proc. fac. pads: 13
- Off-shore islands: 9
- Airstrips: 4
- Exploration airstrips: 2037
- Bridges: 27
- Caribou crossings: 50
- Off-road islands: 9
- Landfill crossings: 1

Length of roads:
- Total: 669 km
- Gravel roads: 669 km
- Abandoned roads: 154 km
- Causeways: 12 km
- Old tractor trails: 96 km
- Exploration roads: 54 km
- Pipeline corridors: 790 km
- Powerlines: 541 km

Size of footprint:
Total direct impacts (infrastructure footprint) = 7429 ha

Raynolds et al. 2014. *Global Change Biology*
Part II: Indirect Impacts: Landscape-scale studies: Time-series analysis of change in three 22-km² areas at Prudhoe Bay
Change analysis 1949-2010 using high-resolution aerial photographs and satellite imagery
Big surprise was the sudden increase in thermokarst after 1990!

Total non-infrastructure-related thermokarst (Maps A, B, C): 80% increase since 1990

Infrastructure-related thermokarst: 250% increase since 1990

Detailed change analysis at 1:5000 scale
Thermokarst: Land-surface that results from the melting of ground ice.

Roadside thermokarst

Climate-related thermokarst away from infrastructure

Roadside dust

Combined vegetation and ecosystem effects of dust and thermokarst
Increased ice-wedge degradation and thermokarst, Prudhoe Bay, 1949-2013

1949 (not shown) - 1985
Little change in non-roadside areas

1970-1999
Mainly roadside thermokarst changes

2000-2015
Widespread thermokarst in all areas near and distant from the road
Also 300% increase in lake-shore erosion since 1989

Total for all three map areas, but differed on each map according to type of terrain.
Series of exceptionally warm years between 1989 and 2012 likely caused region-wide increase in ice-wedge degradation.

**Summer air temperature:**

**Permafrost and active layer:**
- Light blue: Mean annual temperature at top of permafrost
- Cyan: Mean annual permafrost temperature at 20 m.
- Brown: Active layer thickness
- Yellow: Mean annual air temperature

Data: Romanovsky, Deadhorse station.
Part III: Field studies: Change in ice-wedge thermokarst along roads
MAIN QUESTION FOR FIELD STUDIES:
What are the consequences of thermokarst to surface landforms, soils, vegetation, and permafrost?

1. Roadside transects
2. Vegetation and soil studies
3. Ice-wedge boreholes
4. Effects of the 2015 Sagavanirktok R. flood
Field study sites
Deadhorse area

Location within eastern part of Prudhoe Bay Oilfield

Deadhorse Airport
Ground-based studies of road-related changes: *Integrated geomorphology, vegetation, soils, and permafrost studies*

Transects, plots, boreholes at each study site

**Transects:**
- Elevation, active layer, water depth, Veg height, Veg type, Microrelief type, NDVI, LAI

**Plots:**
- Vegetation, soils, active layer, NDVI, LAI, soil and snow temperature

**Ice-wedge boreholes:**
- Several holes across ice-wedge to gravel layer or ice wedge.
Both sites have large contrasts between the flooded and drained sides of the road.

- Much more productive, greener vegetation on the flooded side.
- Dust effects most evident on the drained side.
Transect surveys

T2: Southwest side  High-resolution Image  T1: Northeast side

Microtopography, thaw depth, water depth, vegetation height

Surface form, vegetation type

Thaw depth, leaf-area index, thickness of dust layer
Take home message from Marcel Buchhorn

• “The striking contrasts on either side of the road are caused primarily by altered hydrology.
• Flooding on the SW side of the road caused considerable subsidence of the ice wedges, greater micro-relief contrast, conversion of low-centered polygons to high-centered polygons, water accumulation in the troughs, deeper thaw, and higher productivity.
• Dust had greater impact on the non-flooded side.
• Thermokarst has resulted in much more heterogeneous landscapes than existed in the 1970s.”
**Vegetation studies**

- Large declines in species diversity in 1-m plots in moist and wet tundra since 1970

- Many species recorded in 1970s plots were not recorded in 2014
  - 7 forbs, 2 graminoids, 7 mosses, 6 lichens

- A few species showed noticeable increases
  - mostly shrubs, wet sedges, and a few disturbance-related forbs

**Changes in number of plant species since 1970s**

- Colored bars = 1970’s, undisturbed
- Gray bars = 2014, disturbed by dust, flooding, vehicle trails, etc

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moist tundra</th>
<th>Wet tundra</th>
<th>Aquatic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U3</td>
<td>U4</td>
<td>E1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+64%</td>
<td>-53%</td>
<td>-50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+64%</td>
<td>+16%</td>
<td>-50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Changes in mapped vegetation patterns

Percent cover by vegetation type

Left = 1972, 1 year after road construction
Right = 2013, 42 years after road construction

- Reduced areas of moist tundra (-2%) and wet tundra (-8%)
- Increased areas of aquatic tundra (+4%) and water (+10%)
Dust effects

>40 cm of dust adjacent to road has increased drainage and eliminated thermokarst within 5 m of the road.

Soil plug from polygon center 50 m from road with new 20-cm thick mineral horizon.
“I was impressed with how many species had been lost from the plant communities since the 1970s.

Dust, flooding, vehicle trails, and other disturbances have had cumulative effects on plant communities, even if the vegetation looks relatively undisturbed.”
Permafrost boreholes

Misha Kanevskiy & Yuri Shur
Ice cores from boreholes drilled in ice-wedge troughs

Misha was most interested in the health of the intermediate layer.
The intermediate layer

- Ice-rich and organic-rich layer resistant to thaw.
- Protects the underlying ice-wedge from thaw.
- Forms when there is an aggrading permafrost table.
- If missing and summer thaw penetrates to the ice wedge, the wedge is in a degrading state.

Modified from Kanevskiy et al. 2016, EICOP.
Surprise: The flooded side of the road had thicker intermediate layers and no degrading ice wedges!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transect</th>
<th>Mean intermediate layer thickness (cm)</th>
<th>Actively degrading ice wedges***, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1, (NE, nonflooded)</td>
<td>1.2 (n=22)</td>
<td>9.1% (n=22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2 (SW, flooded)</td>
<td>5.0 (n=13)</td>
<td>0% (n=13)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** Percent of boreholes drilled between late July and mid-September, which encountered ice wedges actively degrading on the day of drilling (PL1=0).

Overall risk of ice-wedge degradation (Kanevskiy, 2016 EICOP)
- Very High (PL3=0)
- High (PL3=1-5)
- Moderate (PL3=5-15)
- Low (PL3=15-25)
- Very Low (PL3>25)

Factors contributing to thicker intermediate layers on the flooded side:
- Taller more productive vegetation.
- Thicker organic soil layers produced by high vegetation production reduced heat flux to the ice wedges.
- Thicker dust layers, and mineral material redistributed from the eroding polygon centers also protected the ice wedges.
Take home message from Misha Kanevskiy

• “I was surprised that ice wedges under the deep water-filled troughs were more stable at the present time than wedges not affected by flooding.
• The insulative protection provided by more plant production, thick organic layers, and accumulation of mineral material in the troughs promotes intermediate-layer formation and permafrost aggradation.”
The 2015 Sagavanirktok River Flood

Photo: Loren Holmes / Alaska Dispatch News, May 21, 2015
Routing of flood waters to the west side of the road was caused by massive aufeis formation in the delta of the river.

- Major area of aufeis to the north blocked much of the flow of the river.
- This caused a major flow of water northward on the west side of the road.

Area of major road washout looking north toward Prudhoe Bay, during height of flood on May 19.

Same area as flood was receding, May 23.

Photos by KTUU News
Flooding at Deadhorse Airport and our Airport study site

May 28, 2015

Photos: Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities
Massive thermokarst occurred where high-velocity flood waters were concentrated.

- Near the airport the road had to be breached to allow the flood waters to drain back into the main Sagavanirktok River channel.
- Massive underground ice-wedge thermokarst destroyed the Dalton Highway near the Airport.

Photos courtesy of Alaska DOT & PF
Conceptual model of underground thermokarst erosion process: Newly described form of thermokarst.

Shur et al. 2016, EICOP.
The scale of the underground erosion and the forms which it left surprised me most of all.

Also the huge icing in the Sagavanirktok River delta, which worked as a dam during spring runoff.

Are cumulative effects still occurring?

**2016: The Quintillion Fiber-Optic Cable**
*Deadhorse-Fairbanks, 500 miles, 10-m wide swath*

Rosemary Dwight, Student Project 2016, Arctic Environmental Change, Field Excursion to the North Slope
2016: Large impacts of the Quintillion Fiber-Optic Cable

No Environmental Impact Assessment required!

Photos D.A. Walker
Gap between physical and biological science investigations and needs of the local people

• We now have a pretty good handle on the key components of the ecosystem and their response to climate and infrastructure changes.

• But we definitely need more whole-system approaches that include relevance to the local people.

• Are we any closer to satisfy the key concerns of the local people?
….“After all this picking apart, the big question for Nuiqsut remains:

Can national, state, regional, and Nuiqsut interests be made compatible? Can the people of this village continue their way of life, blending traditional and modern? Can they remain Inupiat, attuned to their homeland, but also at home in the other world that each year takes over more of the Arctic’s spaces?
Rapid Arctic Transitions due to Infrastructure and Climate (RATIC)

- A forum for developing and sharing new ideas and methods to facilitate the best practices for assessing, responding to, and adaptively managing the cumulative effects of Arctic infrastructure and climate change.

- An International Arctic Science Committee (IASC) initiative to examine RATIC from a more interdisciplinary, global, whole-system perspective that includes the social and human aspects.
2015 white paper for IASC 10-yr science plan

- Summary of RATIC workshop activities:
- Conclusions
- Recommendations
RATIC white paper: Five case studies

Case Study 1: Cumulative effects of infrastructure and climate in the permafrost landscapes of the Prudhoe Bay, Region

Case Study 2: Russian Arctic oil and gas development and climate change interactions in the Bovanenkovo Gas Field, Yamal Peninsula

Case Study 3: ADAPT and IRIS remote communities in Canada

Case Study 4: Road infrastructure and climate effects in Norway

Case Study 5: Urban landscapes on permafrost: the Oganer district of Norilsk, Russia
Sustainable Arctic Infrastructure Forum (SAIF)

A cross-cutting workshop across all five IASC working groups to address the ICARP III priority issue of “Sustainable Arctic Development”

Possible SAIF-related themes and activities in each IASC Working Group

**SHWG**
- Subsistence and culture
- Business and institutions
- Terrestrial and marine infrastructure
- Legal framework, state and federal regulations
- Social, economic, political & technological Drivers of change
- Implications of change to human residents, communities, global economy and global security
- Historical responses to infrastructure change
- Adaptive management approaches to mitigate adverse change

**TWG**
- Terrestrial ecosystem responses to changes in land/air temperatures, hydrology, permafrost snow & contaminants
- Monitoring terrestrial system response at multiple scales
- Predictive models of change
- Input to engineering, land-use planning and adaptive management responses

**CWG**
- Permafrost thawing and its associated impacts on natural and built environment
- Sea-ice response to warming climate
- Modeling permafrost and sea-ice response, and engineering implications

**MWG**
- Marine pollution and contaminants
- Implications of industrial infrastructure to marine and sea-ice ecological, and social subsystems
- Implications of changes in marine transport
- Monitoring sea-ice changes to marine transport, off-shore & on-shore infrastructure, developments
- Implications to global marine systems.

**AWG**
- Climate drivers of change to terrestrial and marine subsystems.
- Atmospheric contaminants, black carbon, dust.
- Implications to global climate system.
Five conclusions

1. There is a great need to examine the cumulative effects of infrastructure in the context of Arctic social-ecological systems.

2. Permafrost response is a pressing ecological issue with large social costs.

3. The indirect effects of infrastructure exceed the direct effects of the planned footprints.

4. New tools are needed to monitor infrastructure and landscape changes and to develop sustainable approaches for future development.

5. Currently, the cumulative effects of Arctic infrastructure and climate change are not addressed by any of the IASC working groups nor in national-level Arctic science plans.
A sixth conclusion

• The current SAIF Forum consists mainly of scientists.

A more interdisciplinary, global, whole-system perspective with satisfying solutions for the local people will require more indigenous people’s voices in the discussion (and more open ears on the side of industry, government, and science communities).
Thank you!

Arc SEES research team at Prudhoe Bay, AK.
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2014 Prudhoe Bay crew